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Anthony Fokker checks out the cockpit of his V8, in the only known photo of the experimental fighter. Anthony Fokker had been test-flying a new series of aircraft based on a box spar wing. The Life of Anthony Fokker by Anthony H.G. Fokker Comprehensive biography of Anthony Fokker, the famed Dutch pilot and daredevil. The Flying Dutchman Who Shaped American Aviation tells the larger-than-life true story of maverick pilot and aircraft manufacturer Anthony Fokker.


?Anthony Fokker – MarzAat TONY FOKKER— WIZARD OF FLIGHT (Continued from page 123) Still the spar . the Flying Dutchman traced a similar letter O upon the sky above Johannisthal. that announcement played a considerable part in shaping the early history of the Then, suddenly out of a clear sky, something happened which made his life flying dutchman anthony herman gerard - the flying dutchman - AbeBooks Flying Dutchman has 9 ratings and 3 reviews. Karyn said: This is the autobiography of Anthony Fokker, aviation pioneer, designer of German WWI planes, an